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on to give warning against a number of " unlucky " pro-
ceedings, obviously without feeling that the latter are a whit
less practical and obviously good than the former.
What we know of old Attic agrarian religious ritual
belongs also to the order of ideas of Hesiod and not to Homer.
This contrast has exercised the minds of many scholars :
this strange contrast between the comparatively civilized
and rational outlook of the great epics that are our earliest
source of knowledge of Greek society, and the survivals
of superstition and magic known to us from later sources.
How comes it that the " primitive " is more prominent in
the later period ? Among other attempts to account for this
may be mentioned Professor Murray's theory of the " expur-
gation " out of Homer of much cruelty and indecency and
of barbarism generally; or Ridgeway's, that the Achaians
are stalwart Celtic and Nordic (if not German and Nietzschean)
blond beasts, with a mind above such things.
The expurgation-theory leads, as is well known, to great
difficulties if worked out in detail. Nor is Ridgeway's racial
theory acceptable simply as it stands.1 There is no one of
the common types of agrarian or other magic, or of super-
stition generally, that is not found, in one context or another,
among both Celtic and German-speaking peasants, just as
much as among Mediterraneans, Semites, or Central American
Indians, as any student of The Golden Rough will well
remember. But there is a most valuable reference to a similar
contrast of ideas within a single age and country in the
facts which Ridgeway cites from Livingstone's Missionary
Travels and Researches in South Africa,121 " Livingstone was
struck by the absence of idols among the Bechuanas and
Caffres [the Bantu " master tribes of the Zambesi area ",
as he elsewhere says], whilst they were present everywhere
among the [subject] negro Balondas, and he points out the
extreme dread of spirits and " medicines '* among the latter,
1	Ridgeway also believed that the Nordic Race never practises homo-
sexual vice except tinder Mediterranean influence (such practices also being
absent from Homer).   It is not known how he picked up this idea.
2	pp. 158, 281, 280, cited by Kidgeway, Early Age of Greece, ii, p. 422.

